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Design And Implementation Of Smart Parking
System Using Peripheral Interface Controllers
And Infrared Sensors
May Thaw Htet, Chaw Myat New, Hla Myo Tun
ABSTRACT: With the increase in world population and vehicle production, parking spaces and facilities are required. As the numbers of vehicles on the
road are increasing day by day, parking problems which are increasing at an alarming rate in every major city cause driver’s frustration, traffic
congestion and time wasting, especially during the peak business hours. Lot of researches was being done all over the world to implement better
parking management system which reduces parking problems. SPARK (Smart Parking) is parking garage system that utilizes various technologies to
implement best parking system. The proposed system is aimed to inform drivers about the number of available parking spaces without any parking
difficulties. This system is designed for two- level parking slots with twenty six parking spaces and one aisle on each floor. The condition of parking slots
is detected by IR sensors and is reported periodically to main controller via floor controllers and self controllers. PIC 18F4550 is chosen to be used as
controllers because it is suitable for the proposed system. Each floor contains LCD display which will show available parking spaces of that floor. LCD
display at the entrance gate will show overall available parking slots of two floors. In this paper, a new parking system called Smart Parking system is
proposed to help drivers getting the real-time parking information and to find vacant spaces in a car park in a shorter time. This kind of system minimizes
not only traffic congestion problems but also staff requirements to control the traffic in the car park.
Keywords: SPARK, IR sensors (IR), Controllers (PIC 18F4550), LCD Display.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As the population increased in metropolitan cities, the
usage of vehicles got increased. When we visit the various
public places like shopping malls, multiplex cinema halls
and hotels during the festival time or weekends, it creates
more parking problems which leads to traffic congestion,
driver’s frustration and time consuming. In the existing
parking systems, searching for vacant parking spaces is
always been a difficult process. It is not easy for car drivers
to know which parking slot is vacant or not. In multi storey
parking, the drivers need to know the availability of parking
spaces in each floor in order to save their time. They can
feel comfortable in knowing available parking places before
reaching to the parking area. The smart parking system will
discover the slots for parking cars in parking zones. A
recent survey that during rush hour in most metropolitan
areas, the traffic generated by vehicles searching for
available parking spaces takes up to 40% of the total
traffic[2]. A few existing solutions focus on parking lot
applications using sensor technologies, such as
magnetometers, ultrasonic sensors and video cameras.
However, magnetometers are very sensitive on
environmental factors, as a result of which their directions
are not always accurate. Video camera sensors are
expensive which is used to collect parking information in
vehicle parking field can generate a large amount of data
that can be difficult to transmit in wireless network. [2]
Ultrasonic sensors use the reflected energy to analyze and
detect the status of a parking space. Despite the low cost
and easy installation of ultrasonic sensors, they do have
some disadvantages. They are very sensitive to
temperature changes and extreme air turbulence. So, IR
sensor is not only cheap sensor more than other types of
sensors but also suitable sensor for the proposed system.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we present the block diagram of the proposed
system and hardware requirements for this proposed
system. Section III includes working principles of the
controllers. Result analysis is presented in section IV.

Finally, we draw conclusion in section V. At last, future
scope is shown in section VI.

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PARKING SYSTEM
The block diagram of proposed system is shown in figure 1.
This block diagram consists of IR sensors, Self controllers,
Floor controllers, Main controller, Web page (PC), Wireless
Access Point and Android mobile phone. There are two
floors in my parking design. Each floor contains two rows
and thirteen parking slots in each row for full loaded. The IR
TX and IR RX pair modules are placed in every parking slot
to detect whether the car is parked or not. The outputs of
the all thirteen IR pair modules are connected to the self
controller (PIC 18F4550). Two floor controllers (PIC
18F4550) which are connected with respective self
controllers transmit the parking data to the main controller
(PIC 18F4550) which is connected to the PC
(webpage).The LCDs which are interfaced with floor
controllers represent the state of parking slots of each floor.
The LCD at the entrance gate will show the overall parking
spaces of two floors. These LCD displays show the
conditions of parking slots in which ‘1’ means parked and ‘0’
means vacant. Parking information from the main controller
is sent to the parking web page and updates the parking
data. And then, these parking information are transmitted
using wireless access point near parking building. Drivers
can see real time parking information on parking web page
via android mobile phone application on their phones. So,
this proposed system can reduce driver’s frustration while
finding available vacant parking slots in a crowded parking
garage. In this way, drivers can save time and fuel and
increase efficiency of the parking process.
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and 4x20 LCD display. In these prototype design, 4x20
LCD display is chosen to be interfaced with the
microcontrollers which are placed at the parking levels and
entrance gate. This LCD display is used because it has
enough space to express parking conditions for the
proposed system and it is cheaper than other display types.
In the proposed system, three LCD displays are used to
show the status of parking lots.
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Firstly, simulation results have been run before
implementing the smart parking prototype system. The
working principles of these simulations are explained with
the flow chart as the following. The programming of PIC
18F4550 is done in Mikro C which is the easiest
programming language.

Sensor

Fig-1: Block Diagram of Proposed system
In this paper, we have designed and implemented prototype
of smart parking system. IR sensors are used to detect the
condition of parking slots. The states of parking slots are
sent to the floor controller via self controllers and display
this parking information on the floor LCD display. Main
controller process the parking data from floor controllers
and update available parking slots on the entrance LCD
display.Required Components that used in the proposed
system are expressed as follows.

A. Flow Chart to know the status of parking slots
The flow diagram of self controller is shown in figure 2.
Firstly, we initialize the I/O ports, ADC modules and UART
modules. Next, we will wait till the request from the floor
controller is received. If not, this step will be looped. And
then, we will check the ADC values of the sensor output
and calculate the distance between sensor and car. We set
the threshold value which will be compared with calculated
distance value. If the calculated distance value is less than
threshold value, it is marked as parked. If not, it will be
marked as free. And then, check the next sensor to be
processed. If no sensor to process, phrase the data frame.
This data frame is sent to the floor controller. If there are
many rows, it need to process next. If not, this flow chart
will be ended.
START

Initialize I/O Ports

1. IR Module
In this proposed system, we were used IR module as
sensing node because of its simplicity and low cost. IR
sensors are motion detectors which detects the presence of
the vehicle at the parking slot. Infrared transmitter is one
type of LED which emits infrared rays. Similarly, IR receiver
is used to receive the IR rays transmitted by the IR
transmitter. The ITR9904 which consists of an infrared
emitting diode and an NPN silicon phototransistor is used in
my parking management system. The phototransistor
receives radiation from the IR LED only, and avoids the
noise from ambient light.
2. PIC
In the proposed system, controllers are needed to process
the parking data. PIC microcontroller is chosen instead of
other microcontrollers because it uses low power
consumption, low cost and easy programming. Many
sensors are used in the proposed system and so numbers
of pins are essential for choosing PIC. Among the PIC
microcontrollers, PIC 18F4550 is chosen because of pin
numbers and memory space. One part of choosing this PIC
is having USB port that is needed to interface with PC.
3. LCD
Display devices are needed to show the conditions of
parking slots. There are many display devices such as LED
display board, LED matrix, Graphic LCD 16x2 LCD display
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Fig-2: Flow Chart of Self Controller
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B. Flow chart to know the working principle of floor
controller
The flow diagram of floor controller is shown in figure 3. In
this flow chart, we also initialize the I/O ports, ADC modules
and UART modules. If it is received the request from the
master controller, it will be sent to the self controller. Next,
check the data frame from the sensors is received or not. It
the data frames are received, process these received data.
And then, check the data is 1 or 0. If the data is equal to 1,
it is marked as parked. If the data is 0, it is marked as free.
These data information are updated to the floor LCD. These
update data are sent to the master controller. This flow
chart will be ended.

ISSN 2277-8616
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Fig-4: Flow Chart of Main Controller

END

Fig-3: Flow Chart of Floor Controller

IV. TESTS AND RESULTS

C. Flow Chart to know the working principle of main
controller
In this flow chart, we also initialize the I/O ports, ADC
modules and UART modules. If the request from server is
received, this request will next to be sent to floor controllers.
Next step will be to check the data frame from floor
controllers is received. If it is received, process these data.
And then, check whether the data will be 0 or not. If the
data is equal to 1, it will be marked as parked. If not, it will
be marked as 0. Next step is checking the data frame is
finished. If it is finished, calculate the total parking slots,
parked slots and free slots. Finally, LCD at the entrance
gate will show those parking information. These parking
data will also be sent to the server. Final checking step is
next data frame is left to be processed. If there is no data
frame to process, this flow chart will be ended.

Fig-5: Simulation Result of Self Controller with thirteen IR
sensors
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Fig-9: Show the status of parking slots in 2nd floor LCD
Display
In figure 8 and 9, parking information of each floor are
displayed at the respective floor LCD display board. In
Display board, ‘1’ means parked and ‘0’ means vacant.

Fig-6: Simulation Result of self controller connected with
floor controller and main controller
Figure 5 shows the simulation result of self controller with
thirteen IR sensors and simulation result of self controller
connected with floor controller and main controller is shown
in figure 6.

Fig-10: Update parking information of both floors on LCD at
the entrance

Fig-7: Show the conditions of cars in each floor
In this figure 7, there are thirteen slots in each row. In row 1
of second floor, five slots are parked which are slot 1,3,4,8
and 10. Five slots (slot 2,5,9.12 and 13) are also parked in
row 2 of second floor. In first floor, eight slots are vacant in
row 2 which are slot 3,4,5,8,10,11,12 and 13.

Fig-8: Show the status of parking slots on 1st floor LCD
Display

In figure 10, parking information of both floor are updated at
the entrance LCD Display. In LCD display, slots information
is displayed as available parking slots, parked slots and
vacant slots. In this way, we can know overall parking
information at the entrance easily.

Fig-11: Prototype of smart parking system
The following figure 7 to figure 11 show the constructed
prototype design and the conditions of car parking slots are
shown in each floor LCD display and entrance LCD display.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this SPARK system, PIC is used in the control of the
prototype of the parking management system. IR sensors
are used in sensing vehicle is parked or vacant and LCDs
are used for displaying available parking spaces in the
proposed system. Simulation Result for each controller has
been run step by step. Based on this simulation results,
circuit tests have been done. I have tested circuits many
times for not having errors and for giving parking
information to the drivers .The prototype of parking
management system using PIC and IR sensors has been
successfully designed and implemented.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE
Parking information from the main controller will be sent to
the PC and these parking data will be updated on the
parking webpage. Drivers can know the available parking
spaces via android phone application within the wifi range
of that building. Finally, drivers can easily know available
parking spaces without time wasting and save fuel for
finding vacant space in crowed parking garage.
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